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Session Objective

To discuss and understand

1. Status of Non performing assets [NPAs] in Cooperative Banking Structure 

2. View of our Central Bank [RBI] on NPAs in Banking System

3. Best Practices followed in District Central Cooperative Banks [DCCBs]/ 

State Cooperatives Banks [StCBs] for NPA Management.

4. Way Forward - Components of NPA Reduction strategy.

5. Open House



Current Status  Structure



How credit Cooperatives are placed 

 Cooperative Credit structure is a unique federation of institutions, owned by its

members.

 They have achieved many landmarks since their creation and have helped

normal rural Indian to feel empowered and secure.

 Cooperatives is known to serve the last mile clients / farmers with their

innovative Crop loan system, supported by their membership base.

 The story, however, has not been smooth and has its share of glitches and woes.

 The Indian cooperative banking sector, which was born out of the distress

prevailing in the rural society, is itself facing a crisis.



How credit Cooperatives are placed 

When the Banks in Short Term Cooperative Credit Structure[STCCS] work in the

 Same environment

[Government policy announcements on agricultural lending],

 Same products

[almost 100% agriculture financing with major share going for crop loans],

 Same types of clients [predominantly farmers],

 Same regulators [RCS and RBI],

 Same set of policy guidelines [GoI scheme of int. subvention on crop

loans, Provisions of CSAct],

Why should they differ in their operating parameters ?.



Current Status  Profit & Loss

Particulars Bank 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17

Total No. of Banks
StCBs 32 33 30

DCCBs 371 371 369

No. in Profit
StCBs 28 29 28

DCCBs 310 322 317

No. in Current Loss
StCBs 4 4 2

DCCBs 61 49 52 

Amount of Current Loss  [Rs Cr]
StCBs 24.94 98.77 18.00

DCCBs 1090.55 435.77 734.18

No having Accumulated Losses
StCBs 7 8 5

DCCBs 114 104 110 

Amount of Accumulated Loss [Rs Cr]
StCBs 616.76 697.30 378.28

DCCBs 4651.58 4781.97 5196.23

No. having CRAR < 9%
StCBs 11 5 1

DCCBs 141 110 27



Current Status  Gross & Net NPAs

Particulars Bank 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17

Total  Gross NPAs [Amount – Rs Cr]
StCBs 5755.02 5564.12 4965.80

DCCBs 22167.16 22848.16 26096.05

Total  Gross NPAs [% to loan O/S]
StCBs 5.0 4.5 3.9

DCCBs 9.9 9.4 10.4

Total Net NPAs  [Amount – Rs Cr]
StCBs 1854.97 1718.92 1285.32

DCCBs 7782.82 7901.10 10214.25

Total Net NPAs [% to loan O/S]
StCBs 1.7 1.5 1.1

DCCBs 3.7 3.5 4.3

No. having Gross NPAs > 10%
StCBs 12 10 4

DCCBs 166 153 148

No. having Net NPAs > 5%.
StCBs 10 10 6

DCCBs 141 128 128



Current Status  Gross NPAs Range

Year

No. of DCCB in Gross NPA Percent Band 

0%
0.1 % 

to 5 %

5.1 -

10%

10.1 -

20%

20.1 –

50 %

Greater 

than 50%
Total

Of Total 

No. > 10%

2014-15 0 115 90 71 68 27 371 166

2015-16 0 123 95 68 56 29 371 153

2016-17 0 115 106 62 52 34 369 148



Current Status  Net NPAs Range

What is worrisome in the 2 tables indicated above, is the fact that the banks are 

moving from left to right [from better to worse] instead of movement from right 

to left.



Statement of problem

 Recovery of credit is very important for ensuring smooth flow of recycling of credit.

 Management of Overdue is the most important task for the banker as it affects the profitability as

well as corrosion of the working funds. .

 Inspite of the fact that agricultural lending by its very nature is more risky, large number

of DCCBs are able to achieve Gross NPA of less than 5% and net NPA of less than 2% [even 0%

NNPA].

 The wide variation in the percentage of NPA position can be seen across the regions of our

country, indicating the divergence of recovery management positions of the banks.

 Strategy to achieve these is a tall order but some DCCBs like Sangli in Maharashtra have been able

to reduce NPA from High levels of > 65% to the manageable level.

After study of banks of few DCCBs across the country, we feel that good banks do same things

more effectively.



Best Practices in NPA management 
These efforts can be classified in the following subheads:

 Due diligence and internal processes of the Management. [Thanjavur, Belgaum, 

Satara, Rajkot, Sriganganagar  etc.]

 Precise planning for Recovery. [Satara, Rajkot, Hooghly, etc.]

 Cultivating new clients and adding new borrowing members  SHGs, JLGs & 

Farmers Club [Bidar, Hooghly, etc.]

 Strengthening PACS  Addressing imbalance, incentivising the recovery efforts & 

provision for new businesses. [Satara, Dakshina Kannada, Sriganganagar, etc.]

 Customer Relationship Building efforts. [Satara, Rajkot, Srikakulam, etc.]

 Effective use of the provisions of the Cooperative societies Act for recovery &

 Through tie up arrangements. [Satara]



 Banks are highly leveraged entities compared to that of other business entities due to

their nature of business.

 Imposition of prudential norms by the regulator, was more with an intention of

ensuring that the banks do business in a prudent manner and not to restrict

banks from issuing loans.

 Rural Financial Institutions today compete on products and effective customer

service. Only strong institutions can give effective services.

 The best practices adopted by various banks have given positive results to

them resulting in not only their sustainable viability, but also enabling them to serve

their members better. There is an urgent felt need for other banks of STCCS to

adopt suitable NPA management practices, to attain current and sustainable

viability.

What now



1. Loan Policy of the bank: Every bank must have a Board approved Loan policy, as it plays a

vital role in creating awareness amongst its employees/ members.

2. Exposure norms: Given the divergent lending opportunities available these days, banks

should have their own exposure norms, so as to ensure that all eggs are not put in one

basket.

3. Principles of good lending: The starting point of good lending practices is the selection of

the borrower. If two things [borrower’s intention and his capability] are observed accurately,

the chances of NPA would come down substantially.

4. Strengthening PACS: Given the fact that the PACS are the final lending tier in the STCCS,

without they being strong and financially viable, the structure cannot be viable for long.

5. Incentivising the recovery efforts at the PACS level: Since majority of the loans are lent

through PACS in the STCCS, banks can consider including a Reward mechanism, as part

of their Recovery strategy. [Satara DCCB]

Component of Good NPA management strategy



6. Customer relationship efforts: Satara DCCB proudly calls itself a ‘Farmers bank” and

have taken many steps for incentivising the prompt paying borrowers. Borrowers are

also assured of fresh loans based on adequate Scale of finance/ Unit Cost.  Positive,

in these days of vitiating credit climate.

7. Recovery of Loans through the provisions of the State Acts: Cooperative banks can

recover outstanding loans through the mechanism provided in State Cooperative laws,

[which are comprehensive, self-contained and less expensive remedy]. They can

be effectively put to use, provided the banks have put in place a proper mechanism.

8. Computerisation of STCCS: While most of the StCBs/ DCCBs have moved to CBS, many

PACS are still working in manual system. PACS of Kerala state have shown the way with

regard to the benefits that can accrue on account of CBS. Urgent steps needs to be taken

in this regard, by all concerned, for betterment of the cooperative system.

Component of Good NPA management strategy



Component of Good NPA management strategy

Movement of focus from NPA identification to NPA resolution

 Robust mechanism needed for monitoring the incipient sickness in Loan accounts

which should trigger time bound response[on the line of Special Mention

Accounts[SMA] .

 For Banks with very high NPAs , Prompt Corrective Action norms need to be

evolved and enforced .

 Effective use of crop insurance to all farmers - for loanee as well as non loanee

farmers. Specially for non loanee farmers.

 Effective use of social sector welfare schemes [Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima

Yojana [PMSBY] & Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyothi Bima Yojana [PMJJBY]

Schemes].



Effort for recovery of Sticky and very old advances 

• State Governments need to take a call 

• Award execution methods would need to be smoothened.

• Coercive measures of recovery for defaulting loan amount of over 3 years 

• Banks need to give one time OTS before embarking on Coercive measures. 



Thank You All.
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